Providing a child-appropriate interface to an arithmetic package with large numbers and exact fractions is surprisingly challenging. We discuss solutions to problems ranging from how to present fractions such as 1/3 to how to deal with numbers with tens of thousands of digits. As with other objects in ToonTalk ® , we strive to make the enhanced numbers work in a concrete and playful manner.
INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
In the programming language ToonTalk [1, 2] children enter an animated world full of objects and tools that the children pick up and use in a game-like manner. These objects range from robots that can be trained, to birds that can deliver messages, to boxes for storing things. This paper focuses exclusively on number pads in ToonTalk.
Until recently, arithmetic in ToonTalk was limited to integers that are internally represented with 32 bits or less. This was adequate for animation and game programming.
In September 2002, the large research project WebLabs [3] was funded by the European Commission. WebLabs project members in six countries are providing learning materials and building components in ToonTalk to enable children to build scientific models and explore mathematics. Children participating in the project explore topics ranging from convergence and divergence of infinite sequences to Newtonian mechanics to cardinality of infinite sets. None of these activities would have been feasible without enhancing ToonTalk's arithmetic.
ARE FLOATING POINT NUMBERS A SOLUTION?
The most common way to provide support for fractions and very large numbers is to introduce floating point numbers to ToonTalk. Floating point numbers are poorly suited for mathematical exploration. Fundamental arithmetical properties such as the associativity and commutativity of multiplication are no longer guaranteed due to the possibility of round off errors.
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BIG NUMBERS AND EXACT RATIONAL NUMBERS
The alternative to floating point numbers that we chose is to use a multiple precision exact arithmetic package [4] . With such a package the size of integers is only constrained by the available memory in the system. Computing with integers with millions of digits is feasible. Fractions are represented as two integers: the numerator and the denominator. There is no round off error when adding, subtracting, multiplying, or dividing.
INTERFACE CHALLENGES WITH EXACT ARITHMETIC
The biggest challenge in enhancing ToonTalk's numbers was how to display them. Consider the result of dividing 3 by 2. Should it be 1 1/2, 3/2, or 1.5? And how should the result of dividing 1 by 3 be portrayed? And how should we deal with numbers with thousands of digits?
The Challenge of Very Large Numbers
ToonTalk numbers are depicted as light green pads that can be picked up and manipulated by the programmer's hand. If a number is too large to see the virtual camera clips it. Large numbers can be viewed by moving the camera (it follows your hand) but for very large numbers you don't get a sense of how big it really is. Rather than view the number on the floor one can take it outside and view it while standing or flying a helicopter. 
The Challenge of Displaying Fractions
Unfortunately there is no single dominant format for displaying the result of dividing 3 by 2. The three alternatives are depicted below.
Figure 3: Three presentations of 3 divided by 2
The Decimal format is well-suited for visual comparison (consider whether 1.4 is less than 1.5 vs. whether 7/5 is less than 3/2) but not every rational number can be represented as a finite decimal expansion. The Integer and proper Fraction format is general and is easier to visually compare than the Fraction format (compare 1 2/5 with 1 1/2). But it is more complex than the general Fraction format.
The first solution to this problem was to add all these formats to ToonTalk. ToonTalk arithmetic is expressed by dropping number pads (possibly with an arithmetic operator) on top of other number pads. When a number or a mathematical operation is dropped on a number they are combined by a small mouse with large red hammer. This follows the general ToonTalk rule that when two things are combined, it is the one underneath that determines the type (or format in this case) of the result. The Decimal format has the additional problem of how to display repeating decimals such as 1/3 as .33333… Truncation is not a viable solution since it could introduce two numbers that look the same but are really different (in the decimal places not displayed). This would break a general principal in ToonTalk that two things that look the same should be treated the same by the matching mechanism that robots use. Ellipsis is a poor solution since it introduces ambiguity. Is .03… 1/30 (i.e. .03333…) or 1/33 (i.e. .030303…)? The vinculum (the bar over the repeating digits) avoids this ambiguity and is the standard solution. One problem with is that it is not easy to cut and paste with other applications. Another problem is that the repeating part can be very long.
We solved this problem by inventing a new number format called the Shrinking Digits format. The idea is to display the fractional part as a decimal that uses a decreasingly smaller font size. Visually this indicates that there is more to the number -you just can't see it since it is too small. Number pads, like everything else in ToonTalk, can have their size changed directly by using a bicycle pump. When more room is available more digits can be seen. Simply by pumping up the number pad, one can see more and more digits. 
PRELIMINARY USAGE RESULTS
While the exact arithmetic enhancements to ToonTalk are in beta at the time of writing this (April 2004), they have been tested by hundreds of children. We have received no reports of any confusion resulting from the usage of the Shrinking Digits format. We have seen many children enthusiastically explore very large numbers by placing them outside and walking and flying over them to get a sense of how large they are.
RELATED WORK
Many programming languages for professionals such as Java, Python, and Lisp support large integers and exact fractions. However, these languages leave the presentation of such numbers under programmer control. This is very flexible but is too complex for a system for children.
Squeak is a programming system used by both professionals and children [5] . It has support for large integers and exact fractions. Etoys, the part of Squeak used by children, simply prints a limited number of decimal digits and does nothing special with large integers.
CONCLUSIONS
We want to empower children to explore arithmetic without the limits imposed by fixed-precision integers and floating point numbers. New interface challenges arise when numbers are very large or have no finite decimal expansion. In the context of ToonTalk, we have provided new ways for children to hold in their hand and manipulate numbers such as 1/3, a googol, or the 1000 th Fibonacci number.
